Electrochemical fabrication of a biomimetic elastin-containing bi-layered scaffold for vascular tissue engineering.
Biomimetic tissue-engineered vascular grafts (TEVGs) have immense potential to replace diseased small-diameter arteries (<4 mm) for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases. However, biomimetic approaches developed thus far only partially recapitulate the physicochemical properties of the native vessel. While it is feasible to fabricate scaffolds that are compositionally similar to native vessels (collagen and insoluble elastic matrix) using freeze-drying, these scaffolds do not mimic the aligned topography of collagen and elastic fibers found in native vessels. Extrusion-based scaffolds exhibit anisotropic collagen orientation but these scaffolds are compositionally dissimilar (cannot incorporate insoluble elastic matrix). In this study, an electrochemical fabrication technique was employed to develop a biomimetic elastin-containing bi-layered collagen scaffold which is compositionally and structurally similar to native vessels and the effect of insoluble elastin incorporation on scaffold mechanics and smooth muscle cell (SMC) response was investigated. Further, the functionality of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) on the scaffold lumen surface was assessed via immunofluorescence. Results showed that incorporation of insoluble elastin maintained the overall collagen alignment within electrochemically aligned collagen (ELAC) fibers and this underlying aligned topography can direct cellular orientation. Ring test results showed that circumferential orientation of ELAC fibers significantly improved scaffold mechanics. Real-time PCR revealed that the expression of α-smooth muscle actin (Acta2) and myosin heavy chain (MyhII) was significantly higher on elastin containing scaffolds suggesting that the presence of insoluble elastin can promote contractility in SMCs. Further, mechanical properties of the scaffolds significantly improved post-culture indicating the presence of a mature cell-synthesized and remodeled matrix. Finally, HUVECs expressed functional markers on collagen lumen scaffolds. In conclusion, electrochemical fabrication is a viable method for the generation of a functional biomimetic TEVG with the potential to be used in bypass surgery.